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Area-selective deposition (ASD) is a promising bottom-up approach for fabricating 17 

nanoelectronic devices. However, a challenge is to prevent undesired growth of nanoparticles 18 

on the non-growth area. In this work, we use kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) methods to 19 

investigate the defectivity in Ruthenium ASD by (ethylbenzyl)(1-ethyl-1,4-20 

cyclohexadienyl)Ru/O2 (EBECHRu) atomic layer deposition (ALD) in line-space nanopatterns 21 

with different dimensions. Ru ASD is governed by adsorption as well as diffusion. The 22 

defectivity depends on the pattern dimensions, as nanoparticles can diffuse and reach the 23 

interface with the growth area where they aggregate. For linewidths of 50 nm and smaller, all 24 

Ru adspecies are captured at the growth interface before growth by precursor adsorption is 25 
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catalysed. The synergetic effect of diffusion and size-dependent reactivity reduces defectivity 26 

below 1010 Ru atoms cm-2 for at least 1000 ALD cycles. This is more than 1000 times lower 27 

than for patterns with a linewidth of 200 nm and larger, where the Ru content decreases 28 

significantly only near the interface with the growth surface. The predicted depletion zone is 29 

confirmed by experiments in nanoscale line-space patterns. Overall, this mechanism results in 30 

smaller and fewer Ru nanoparticles for smaller patterns, facilitating the development of 31 

passivation-deposition-etch ASD processes for nanoelectronic device fabrication.  32 

1. Introduction 33 

The semiconductor industry continuously improves the performance and power consumption 34 

of nano-electronic devices by decreasing device dimensions, by implementing new materials 35 

and by introducing new device concepts and architectures. As a consequence, the device 36 

fabrication processes by classic top-down lithography and patterning are becoming 37 

increasingly complex and expensive.[1] Area-selective deposition (ASD) promises to simplify 38 

and improve the fabrication processes.[2, 3] ASD aims to grow materials only where needed, 39 

from the bottom up, by selective deposition on one surface area, the growth surface, while 40 

preventing growth on another area, the non-growth surface. As such, nanopatterns can be 41 

replicated or small features can be filled up from the bottom. ASD can simplify and improve 42 

the fabrication process by reducing the number of steps, limit edge placement errors, and offer 43 

a new patterning paradigm.[4, 5]  44 

The selectivity of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes is known to rely on different 45 

kinetics of the adsorption, desorption and diffusion processes on the growth and non-growth 46 

surface area.[6] Fast adsorption and fast reactions on the growth surface lead to film growth. 47 

Selective deposition occurs when adsorption on the non-growth surface is much slower, by 48 

fluxes of intermediate species from the non-growth to growth area by surface and/or gas phase 49 
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diffusion, and/or by etch and desorption processes of intermediate species on the non-growth 50 

surface. These kinetics in selective epitaxy by high temperature CVD are often process inherent 51 

but can be improved by surface modification.[7-9] The roles of gas phase and surface diffusion 52 

have long been known in selective epitaxial growth by CVD.[6, 7, 10-20] The resulting fluxes 53 

reduce deposition on the non-growth surface and enhance the growth rate on the growth 54 

surface. As a consequence, the growth rate and selectivity depend on the pattern dimensions 55 

and geometry when the pattern dimensions are comparable or smaller than the characteristic 56 

diffusion length.[6, 12, 21-23] For example, diffusion processes in selective Si epitaxy by SiCl4/H2 57 

CVD at 1200 C are characterized by diffusion lengths in the m-range, at least partially driven 58 

by the very high temperatures of these processes.[6, 24] The impact of surface diffusion and 59 

aggregation was recently also demonstrated for Ru ASD by (carbonyl)(cyclohexadienyl)Ru/H2 60 

CVD at a much lower deposition temperature of 250C, driven by high surface energy of Ru 61 

and the low surface energy of the methyl-terminated SiO2 non-growth surface.[12] The 62 

experimental-theoretical study indicated an average diffusion length of 140 nm for Ru 63 

adspecies on the methyl-terminated SiO2 non-growth substrate. Indeed, diffusion-mediated Ru 64 

ASD was observed in SiO2-TiN line-space patterns with a critical dimension of 45 nm and 65 

SiO2 line height of 60 nm. Depletion of Ru nanoparticles near the interface with the growth 66 

surface and a more than two times higher growth rate for ASD compared to CVD are consistent 67 

with diffusion of Ru adspecies from the non-growth to the growth area, where they contribute 68 

to Ru growth.[12, 25] Almost no Ru deposition was present on the SiO2 sidewalls, indicating that 69 

diffusion can be an ally in defect mitigation. 70 

While the concept of diffusion mediated ASD is widely described for high temperature CVD, 71 

only few papers discuss the role of diffusion in area-selective Atomic Layer Deposition (AS-72 

ALD) in nanopatterns at moderate temperatures.[13, 14, 26] The selectivity of AS-ALD has so far 73 
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mostly been established by tuning the adsorption and desorption processes, for example by 74 

using organic blocking layers, self-assembled monolayers, small inhibitor molecules, and/or 75 

by etching the nanoparticles that can grow on the non-growth area.[3, 27] Interestingly, few 76 

studies of diffusion processes during ALD exist. For example, diffusion and aggregation 77 

processes have been proposed for trimethyl(methylcyclopentadienyl)Pt/O2 ALD of Pt 78 

nanoparticles on SiO2 and graphene and for (ethylbenzyl)(1-ethyl-1,4-cyclohexadienyl)Ru/O2 79 

(EBECHRu) ALD of Ru nanoparticles on organosilicate glass (OSG).[13, 28-31] While the role 80 

of diffusion is known, the impact on selectivity is not observed yet. This could be related to the 81 

lack of studies in patterns with nanoscale dimensions: high impact on selectivity is expected 82 

especially in patterns with dimensions in the same order or magnitude as the diffusion length, 83 

which is only 16 nm for Ru adspecies in the EBECHRu/O2 Ru ALD process on OSG.[13, 19, 32] 84 

Another interesting feature of this Ru ALD process is the size-dependent reactivity of Ru 85 

nanoparticles. Ru nanoparticles that are too small to catalyze O2 dissociation do not grow by 86 

precursor adsorption, which intrinsically limits the nanoparticle growth. This phenomenon is 87 

highly interesting in view of selectivity. However, this Ru AS-ALD process has not been 88 

studied extensively in patterns with nanoscale dimensions, where diffusion and size dependent 89 

reactivity may affect selectivity. In addition, these dimensions are highly relevant for ASD 90 

applications in nanoelectronic device fabrication, where insight in the ASD mechanism, the 91 

defect density, and defect sizes is important for the design of defect mitigation strategies (such 92 

as periodic passivation and etching).[2, 3, 33-37] 93 

Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the mechanism of Ru ASD to understand the impact of 94 

adsorption and diffusion on defectivity and selectivity in nanoscale line patterns with line 95 

widths between 20 and 200 nm. We quantify the density and size of Ru nanoparticles on an 96 
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area-restricted non-growth surface as a function of the line width through simulations. The 97 

theoretical predictions are supported by experimental results for Ru ASD in nanoscale patterns.  98 

2. Results and discussion 99 

2.1. Ru ALD growth mechanism on blanket substrates 100 

In order to study patterned SiO2 surfaces through simulations, the growth mechanism on 101 

blanket (non-patterned) surfaces should first be described. The growth mechanism of 102 

EBECHRu/O2 ALD on a blanket OSG was already determined in a previous study.[13] 103 

However, the pristine OSG surface is not representative for ASD as the surface composition 104 

changes from methyl-terminated OSG to hydroxyl-terminated SiO2 during the patterning 105 

processes, and restoration of the methyl-termination is required to enable Ru ASD by ALD, 106 

for example by N,N-dimethylamino-trimethylsilane (DMA-TMS).[32, 38, 39] We therefore first 107 

investigate the Ru ALD growth mechanism on blanket SiO2 substrates passivated with DMA-108 

TMS (SiO2-OSi(CH3)3). SiO2 is an omnipresent material in nanoelectronics and is a typical 109 

non-growth surface for many practical implementations of Ru ASD. Passivation of SiO2 by 110 

DMA-TMS is known to reduce precursor adsorption in many ALD processes.[32, 39, 40] DMA-111 

TMS exposure is compatible with back-end-of-line processing. In this study, we therefore 112 

determine the simulation parameters of EBECHRu/O2 ALD on the blanket SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 113 

substrates, based on previously published experimental growth curves.[32]  These experiments 114 

were conducted in identical experimental conditions as the preceding study on OSG by our 115 

group, so that the impact of the surface can be investigated.[13] The growth curves are compared 116 

in Figure 2 and the experimental conditions are included in the Experimental Methods for 117 

reference. 118 

The fundamental processes in the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) model used to simulate Ru ALD 119 

have been previously described by Soethoudt et al.[13] KMC methods allow simulation of the 120 
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most important processes in Ru ALD in the relevant spatial (100’s of nanometers) and temporal 121 

(multiple cycles) frames. The microscopic evolution of the system is determined by a limited 122 

set of events with known probability. The model describes the evolution of the particle size 123 

distribution (PSD, see Supplementary Information), total amount of Ru (Ru atom areal 124 

density), nanoparticle number density, and surface coverage during EBECHRu/O2 ALD on 125 

dielectric substrates.[32, 41] We define the most important quantities for ALD on non-growth 126 

surfaces as follows;  127 

• The PSD is the normalized probability of finding a Ru nanoparticle of a given radius 128 

on the non-growth area.  129 

• The Ru atom areal density is the amount of Ru atoms per unit surface area (at cm-2) of 130 

the non-growth surface area.  131 

• The Ru nanoparticle number density is the amount of Ru nanoparticles per unit surface 132 

area (cm-2) of the non-growth surface area.  133 

• The coverage is the percentage of the non-growth area covered by Ru nanoparticles.  134 

• The growth-per-cycle (GPC) is the amount of Ru atoms deposited per unit area and 135 

cycle (at cm-2 cy-1) on the non-growth area.  136 

• The steady state GPC is the growth rate of Ru ALD on a blanket Ru substrate or on the 137 

surface of a Ru nanoparticle (nm cy-1). 138 

The simulated substrate is a two-dimensional lattice with square sites with sides of 0.356 nm, 139 

the diameter of a Ru atom. Ru adatoms are deposited on the uncovered part (i.e., not covered 140 

by Ru particles) of the starting SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 surface each cycle, parametrized as 𝐺𝑠 (at nm-141 

2). 𝐺𝑠 was experimentally determined as the Ru atom areal density after 1 ALD cycle through 142 

total X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (TXRF), i.e. it is the GPC in the first Ru ALD cycle. 6.3 143 
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10-4 at nm-2 are instantaneously deposited on the free surface at the start of every simulated 144 

cycle in a random spatial distribution.   145 

On this surface, Ru adspecies are able to diffuse as described by the power law (Equation 1): 146 

𝐷𝑘 = 𝐷1𝑘−𝑠                        (1) 147 

Where 𝐷𝑘 is the average diffusion coefficient of a particle of 𝑘 atoms (nm2 cy-1), 𝐷1 is the 148 

average diffusion coefficient of a Ru adatom (nm2 cy-1) and 𝑠 (-) is a factor that describes the 149 

decrease in diffusion length with particle size. The adatoms and particles diffuse over the 150 

surface and irreversibly aggregate with each other to form new hemispherical particles 151 

composed of the combined number of atoms. An average diffusion length (nm cy-1) of a particle 152 

of 𝑘 atoms can be defined as (Equation 2, Figure 1, right): 153 

𝜆𝑘 = √𝐷𝑘           (2) 154 

𝐷1 and 𝑠 were determined by fitting the experimental PSD, Ru atom areal density, nanoparticle 155 

number density and coverage through a previously published mean field model to experimental 156 

data.[13, 28] The determined parameters correspond to Ru ALD at 325°C with a 5s EBECHRu, 157 

5s N2, 0.4s O2, 3s N2 cycle (see Experimental Methods). The diffusion parameters of a similar 158 

Pt ALD process were shown to depend O2-coreagent pulse length and substrate temperature; 159 

however, these parameters are not investigated here.[11] 160 

Collisions of Ru adatoms and/or nanoparticles lead to instantaneous, irreversible aggregation 161 

due to the limited temperature (325°C) and high pair bond energy, also seen in the irreversible 162 

integration of Ru nanoparticles in Ru films at the interface with the growth area.[12, 42, 43] The 163 

Ru nanoparticles are hemispherical, with a height to radius ratio of 1, which was determined 164 

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Supplementary Information). The surface area is 165 

approximated as an hcp-truncated hexagonal bipyramid [1011]+[0001].[44, 45]  166 
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Diffusion of adatoms and nanoparticles on blanket substrates is described accurately by 167 

applying periodic boundary conditions.[13] Species that diffuse across one of the sides of the 168 

700 nm by 700 nm simulated substrate reappear on the opposite side. The simulations were 169 

repeated until a total 107 nm2 substrate area was simulated.  170 

Only when a particle has grown through diffusion and aggregation to reach a critical diameter 171 

(𝑑𝑐) of 0.85 nm, it becomes catalytically active toward O2 dissociation.[13, 46] This diameter 172 

corresponds to particles of at least 12 atoms (Figure 1, left). The catalytic activity allows the 173 

direct adsorption of Ru precursors on the Ru particle each cycle, which results in a constant 174 

radial growth of 0.03 nm cy-1, as determined to be the steady state GPC of Ru ALD on a Ru 175 

surface in refs[13, 41]. To obtain a constant radial growth, the number of deposited atoms depends 176 

on the surface area of the hemispherical hcp-truncated hexagonal bipyramid [1011]+[0001] 177 

particle and is determined by the parameter 𝐺𝑝 (at (surf. at)-1). Therefore, 0.1261 Ru atoms are 178 

deposited per surface atom of the nanoparticle (> 𝑑𝑐). Direct deposition on the particle is 179 

characteristic of the Ru material and ALD process conditions and is independent of the 180 

dielectric substrate type. In the simulations, particles grow instantaneously at the start of each 181 

cycle. 182 

 183 
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Figure 1 Left: particle diameter (nm) as a function of particle size (atoms). Particles of at least 184 

12 atoms have reached 𝑑𝑐 and are catalytically active toward O2 dissociation, i.e., they will 185 

also grow through fast precursor adsorption on the particle itself. Right: 𝜆𝑘 (nm cy-1) as a 186 

function of particle size (atoms). At size 1, 𝜆𝑘 is the average diffusion length of an adatom. For 187 

a Ru adatom on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 this is 18 nm cy-1 as determined in this study, on OSG, this is 188 

16 nm cy-1 as determined previously.[13] The 𝜆𝑘 of Ru particles on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 is halved 189 

by the time they reach the critical diameter (dc); after which it reduces continuously at a slower 190 

rate. On OSG, the size-dependence of 𝜆𝑘 is much more pronounced and particles at 𝑑𝑐are 191 

effectively immobile. 192 

The parameters that describe Ru ALD on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 are compared to those of OSG in 193 

Table 1. Overall, we observe a less pronounced growth inhibition on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 than on 194 

OSG in the experimental growth curves (Figure 2). TXRF shows a slightly higher deposition 195 

rate on the surface (𝐺𝑠) on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 than on OSG. One possible cause for the higher 196 

deposition rate is the higher -OH group density on SiO3-OSi(CH)3 (0.4 nm-2) compared to OSG 197 

(< 0.1 nm-1).[10, 24] The critical diameter (for catalysis of O2 dissociation) and the deposition 198 

rate on the Ru particles are independent of the substrate.  199 
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 200 

Figure 2 Experimental growth curves of Ru ALD at 325 °C on OSG, SiO2-OSi(CH3)3, and 201 

TiN. Growth curve on SiO2- OSi(CH3)3 obtained as discussed in the Experimental Methods. 202 

Growth curves on OSG and TiN taken from ref[13, 38]. 203 

The different growth behavior of Ru ALD on the two substrates is also attributed to differences 204 

in the diffusion kinetics. Adatom diffusion is slightly faster on the SiO2-OSi(CH3)3
 surface 205 

(𝐷1), and particle diffusion is less size-dependent (𝑠) than on OSG. A size dependence 𝑠 < 1 206 

on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3
 indicates that even large particles will continue to be mobile. Especially for 207 

particles larger than 𝑑𝑐, 𝜆𝑘 reduces slower with particle size (Figure 1, right). On OSG, 208 

diffusion and aggregation will only be of importance for adatoms and small clusters (< 𝑑𝑐).  209 

On SiO2-OSi(CH3)3, the greater mobility will result in the formation of larger particles than on 210 

OSG. At the same time, the larger diffusion lengths of adatoms and nanoparticles will reduce 211 

the nanoparticle number density. The larger diffusion lengths on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3  might be 212 

attributed to differences in surface composition and roughness. The surface roughness of SiO2-213 
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OSi(CH3)3  (RMS = 0.14 nm) is lower compared to OSG (0.79 nm), as determined by AFM 214 

(see Supplementary Information).  215 

Table 1 Parameters for KMC simulations of Ru ALD on the OSG and SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 216 

surfaces. 217 

 218 

  219 

 OSG SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 

𝑮𝒔 1.5 10-4 at nm-2 cy-1 6.3 10-4  at nm-2 cy-1 

𝑫𝟏 270 nm2 cy-1 340 nm2 cy-1 

𝒔 8/3 2/3 

𝑮𝒑 0.1261 at (surf. at.)-1 cy-1 

𝒅𝒄 0.85m 
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2.2. Ru ASD growth mechanism on 200 nm wide line patterns: model and experiment 220 

Ru ALD on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 nanopatterns is expected to behave differently than Ru ALD on 221 

non-patterned substrates, as the surface diffusion and aggregation near the growth/non-growth 222 

interface can affect the growth rate, density, and spatial distribution of Ru nanoparticles. In a 223 

next step, we therefore simulate the growth behavior in area restricted non-growth surfaces. 224 

These serve to approximate the experimental line-space patterns as described later in this paper 225 

(Figure 3). The existing KMC code was therefore modified to describe deposition on the area 226 

restricted non-growth area of heterogeneous substrates.  Nanoparticle growth on the non-227 

growth surface is described in the same manner as for Ru ALD on the SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 blanket 228 

substrates. In this approximation, we therefore neglect the impact of minor changes in surface 229 

composition that may occur due to the patterning processes. However, the impact of left and 230 

right interfaces with a growth surface area are assumed to act as particle sinks: particles that 231 

reach the interfaces are removed from the simulation to mimic irreversible aggregation and 232 

incorporation into the growing Ru film on the growth surface (Figure 3). This has been shown 233 

to be an appropriate assumption in other diffusion-mediated Ru ASD processes.[12] Periodic 234 

boundary conditions are applied along the depth-direction. The linear Ru ALD growth on the 235 

growth surface is not modeled explicitly. As such we model the impact of the restricted surface 236 

area of the non-growth area and the proximity of interfaces with the growth area. As the 237 

hypothetical Ru film is not explicitly incorporated, the possible overgrowth of Ru onto the non-238 

growth surface is not considered in the simulations. This is in keeping with the application of 239 

ASD in a line-space pattern, where lateral overgrowth is not a concern. Note that in planar line 240 

patterns lateral overgrowth might be possible and might be enhanced by diffusion from the 241 

non-growth area.   242 
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 243 

244 

Figure 3 Left: schematic of a three-dimensional line space pattern after ASD. Right: schematic 245 

of the planar area-restricted approximation used in the KMC simulations. 246 

Area-restricted substrates with widths between 20 and 200 nm were simulated, to investigate 247 

the impact of the line width on the ASD mechanism. For the 200 nm wide area-restricted 248 

substrate, the line width is an order of magnitude larger than the average diffusion length of a 249 

Ru adatom (18 nm). The depth of the substrate unit cell was fixed at 700 nm. For each area-250 

restricted substrate, a total substrate area of over 107 nm2 was simulated. These surfaces were 251 

exposed to up to 167 cycles of Ru ALD. However, we will focus mainly on the range 50-100 252 

cycles, as this corresponds to the thicknesses (2.5-5 nm) of interest for possible ASD 253 

applications of the Ru ALD process.[38] For the smallest area-restricted substrates with widths 254 

of 20 and 50 nm, up to 1000 cycles were simulated. The results of these simulations for 200 255 

nm wide area-restricted substrate are compared to those for blankets in Figure 4. 256 

As predicted, the Ru surface coverage, Ru atom areal density, and nanoparticle number density 257 

for Ru ALD on the 200 nm area-restricted substrate are lower as compared to Ru ALD on 258 

blanket substrates. The Ru nanoparticle number density is 35% lower on the area-restricted 259 
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substrate after 50 ALD cycles. The decreased surface coverage and Ru atom areal density are 260 

a result of the reduced Ru nanoparticle number density. The Ru nanoparticle number density 261 

decreases as Ru adatoms and nanoparticles diffuse and reach the interface where they 262 

aggregate. Nanoparticle growth by aggregation is reduced due to the larger average distance 263 

between the nanoparticles. As a direct result, growth by direct precursor adsorption is also 264 

reduced as fewer nanoparticles reach a diameter that is larger than the critical size. Overall, the 265 

area-restricted and blanket surfaces yield Ru nanoparticles with a similar particle size 266 

distribution (PSD), which is a result of the same growth mechanism (Figure 4). Particles reach 267 

roughly the same size, although the size of the largest nanoparticle is slightly reduced at all 268 

cycle numbers. 269 

 270 
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 271 

Figure 4 Comparison of Ru ALD growth on blanket (red) and 200 nm-wide area-restricted 272 

(blue) SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 non-growth surfaces. Top: probability density of particle radii for a 273 

given number of cycles. The green vertical line represents the thickness of an equivalent Ru 274 

ALD film on a TiN growth surface. Middle: Ru atom areal density and nanoparticle number 275 

density. Bottom: Ru ALD GPC, comprising deposition on both nanoparticles and the free 276 

surface, and Ru coverage. 277 

The diffusion of Ru adatoms and particles does not only impact the overall amount of deposited 278 

Ru on the non-growth area, but it also affects the spatial distribution of the Ru adspecies 279 

(Figure 5). We observe a much lower Ru nanoparticle number density close to the interfaces 280 

with the growth area as compared to the center of the non-growth area. This is due to the 281 
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average diffusion length of Ru adatoms (18 nm), which is much smaller compared to the line 282 

width (200 nm). The Ru atom areal and nanoparticle number densities therefore gradually 283 

increase with increasing distance from interface and reach a steady value at a distance of 50 284 

nm from the interface. Henceforth, we will refer to the zones on the non-growth area less than 285 

50 nm from the interfaces as depletion zones. After 50 ALD cycles, the average nanoparticle 286 

number density in the depletion zones is 57% lower compared to the density on blanket 287 

substrates, while the Ru atom areal density is 65% lower. In the center of the 200 nm-wide 288 

area-restricted substrate, at a distance of more than 50 nm from both interfaces with the growth 289 

area, we find a constant nanoparticle number density. Still, the nanoparticle number density at 290 

the center is 9% lower compared to blanket substrates, while the Ru atom areal density is 18% 291 

lower.  292 

The width of the depletion zone (50 nm) is mainly determined by the likelihood of an adatom 293 

encountering another adatom, which decreases as the distance to the growth interface 294 

decreases. For this reason, fewer large, immobile particles are formed in the depletion zone, 295 

which in turn prevents the fast growth by direct precursor adsorption. This self-reinforcing 296 

mechanism based on the size dependent reactivity of the Ru nanoparticles contributes to a 297 

depletion zone extending 50 nm from the interface with the growth substrate, i.e., almost three 298 

times the average diffusion length (18 nm). 299 
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 300 

Figure 5 Probability density of finding a Ru nanoparticle at a certain distance along the width 301 

of 200 nm-wide area-restricted substrate after 50 Ru ALD cycles. The black line marks the 302 

average probability of finding a particle in the center 50% of the area-restricted substrate (from 303 

50 to 150 nm), the green lines are the standard deviation. These values serve as a guide to 304 

distinguish between the center constant value and the depletion zones closer to the interface. 305 

The blue line serves as a guide to the eye. 306 

The depletion has limited impact on the particle size distributions, as most of the particles are 307 

located in the center of the area-restricted substrate. As a result, the PSD is similar for Ru ALD 308 

on the area-restricted and blanket substrates. The average particle radius is only slightly smaller 309 

for 200 nm-wide area-restricted substrates compared to blanket substrates as shown by the PSD 310 

(Figure 4, top). On the other hand, we find that the size of the largest nanoparticle is slightly 311 

reduced at all cycle numbers. This indicates that the same mechanism that leads to depletion 312 

extends throughout the 200 nm wide line: diffusion to and collection at the growth interface 313 

reduces the nanoparticle number density of nanoparticles over the entire area-restricted 314 

substrate. This reduces the likelihood of nanoparticle growth by aggregation, limits the size of 315 

the nanoparticles and as such their reactivity towards precursor adsorption by the catalytic 316 

effect.  317 
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To experimentally verify the existence of depletion zones in nanopatterns, 42 cycles of Ru 318 

ALD were applied on SiO2/TiN line-space patterns with a 90 nm repeating unit (pitch) (see 319 

Experimental Methods). The patterns were treated with DMA-TMS before ALD, to obtain a 320 

SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 non-growth surface while TiN remains reactive.[32, 39] The spatial distribution 321 

of Ru nanoparticles on the SiO2 sidewalls was studied by scanning-tunneling electron 322 

microscopy (STEM). Particle size distributions and coverages are extracted from the images 323 

for three equally-sized bands on the sidewall (Figure 6).  324 

The STEM results confirm that diffusion in Ru AS-ALD creates a depletion zone with lower 325 

Ru nanoparticle coverage near the interface with the growth surface, as predicted. The band 326 

near the interface with the growth area shows a shift of the particle size distribution to smaller 327 

sizes than further away from the interface. The shifted particle size distribution near the 328 

interface shows both a smaller average particle size and a 0.7 nm smaller largest particle, when 329 

compared to the other bands. This finding corresponds well with the theoretical prediction of 330 

reduced defectivity on area-restricted substrates close to the interface. Depletion toward the 331 

interface with the TiN growth area is clearly visible in the Ru coverage. As predicted, diffusion 332 

results in fewer and smaller particles near the interface. The extent of the depletion is smaller 333 

than in the simulations, which predicted a 65% decrease in the total amount of Ru in the 334 

depletion zone. This difference could be due to the patterning processes, which expose the 335 

sidewall to CF4/CHF3 etchants and an O2 plasma strip. These treatments could modify surface 336 

chemistry and morphology. The role of the top surface and the three-dimensional topography 337 

are also not captured in the simulations. 338 
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 339 

Figure 6 Top: schematic showing the outline of the line-space pattern. Dark blue dashed lines 340 

mark the cut of the STEM lamella as prepared by focused ion beam (FIB). The eye symbol 341 

marks the imaging direction perpendicular to the line. A schematic of the resulting view from 342 

the STEM imaging direction perpendicular to the lamella, is also provided. Bottom center: 343 

STEM image of a sidewall after 42 Ru ALD cycles with Ru nanoparticles on the SiO2-344 

OSi(CH3)3 non-growth area and a closed Ru film of 2.2 nm thick on the TiN growth area. 345 

Bottom left: particle size distribution for three bands on the sidewall (marked by color). Bottom 346 

right: Average coverage with standard deviation for three bands on the sidewall.  347 

2.3. Impact of line width (20-200 nm) on Ru ASD growth mechanism  348 

Reducing the area-restricted substrate width drastically decreases the Ru atom areal density on 349 

the non-growth surface (Figure 7). As the two growth interfaces come closer, there is a higher 350 

probability of collection of particles at the interface with the growth area. Interestingly, we find 351 

a sharp decline in the Ru atom areal density at a line width of 50 nm: reducing the line width 352 
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from 200 to 50 nm results in a thousand-fold decrease in the Ru atom areal density and in much 353 

smaller particles. This thousand-fold decrease in Ru atom areal density is related to a synergetic 354 

effect of diffusion and size-dependent reactivity of the Ru nanoparticles during ALD. For line 355 

widths of 50 nm and smaller, the Ru nanoparticles are captured at the growth interface before 356 

they can aggregate and reach the critical size where growth by precursor adsorption and 357 

catalytic reactions starts to occur.  358 

Indeed, also the size of the Ru particles dramatically decreases with decreasing area-restricted 359 

substrate width for line widths of 50 nm and smaller due to the synergetic effect of diffusion 360 

and size-dependent reactivity. To investigate the size of the largest particles, we collect the 95th 361 

percentile particle radii, as using the 95th percentile will reduce the impact of outliers (Figure 362 

8). Even for 100 ALD cycles, 95% of the particles stay smaller than 0.3 nm in radius. This 363 

means that these particles do not grow by adsorption, as  the minimum radius needed for 364 

catalytic activity is 0.43 nm (Figure 8). Interestingly, the size of these particles does not 365 

increase as a function of the number of ALD cycles for up to at least 1000 cycles (which would 366 

correspond to 50 nm Ru on a blanket TiN surface). This confirms that Ru nanoparticles are 367 

effectively captured at the interface with the growth area before their growth by means of 368 

adsorption is catalyzed, and the defect capture mechanism persists even during extensive ALD 369 

cycles.   370 

Despite the drastic impact of diffusion in the non-growth area, we expect limited impact on the 371 

steady state GPC on the growth area. The low adsorption rate of the EBECHRu precursor on 372 

the non-growth area (6.3 10-4 Ru at nm-2 cy-1) in combination with the prevented adsorption of 373 

EBECHRu on the Ru nanoparticles due to the lack of the catalytic activity result in a small flux 374 

of Ru atoms from the non-growth to growth area. Previously, the steady state GPC on the TiN 375 

growth area was shown to be much faster at 3.7 Ru at nm-2 cy-1.[41]  We therefore expect that 376 
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the diffusion processes will not significantly affect the growth rate on the growth area in line 377 

patterns. This is confirmed by cross-section TEM of the line-space pattern after ALD 378 

(Supplementary Information). The cross-section demonstrates that the Ru film thickness is 379 

uniform over the growth area, with no measurable thickness increase near the interface with 380 

the non-growth surface. This is in contrast to the diffusion-mediated ASD by 381 

(carbonyl)(cyclohexadienyl)Ru/H2 CVD, where the precursor adsorption rates on the growth 382 

and non-growth areas are similar and the average diffusion length (140 nm) is an order of 383 

magnitude larger.[12] In that case, a large flux of Ru adspecies from the non-growth area to the 384 

growth area resulted in enhanced growth rates for ASD versus blanket CVD.[25]  385 

Finally, we discuss the impact on selectivity. The common definition of selectivity is given in 386 

Equation 3:[27] 387 

𝑠 =
𝜃𝐺−𝜃𝑁𝐺

𝜃𝐺+𝜃𝑁𝐺
            (3) 388 

With s the selectivity, 𝜃𝐺  the Ru atom areal density on the growth area and 𝜃𝑁𝐺  the Ru atom 389 

areal density on the non-growth area. Only a qualitative prediction of enhanced selectivity can 390 

be made as the deposition on TiN was not studied by the same methods as deposition on SiO2-391 

OSi(CH3)3. Ru ALD on a TiN growth surface occurs fast with a steady state GPC of 0.05 nm 392 

cy-1 and is known to be independent of growth area dimensions of at least 36 nm and larger.[38, 393 

41] We consider that the Ru atom areal density (𝜃𝐺) on the TiN growth surface does not depend 394 

on the growth area line width, and the more-than-linear dependence of the Ru atom areal 395 

density (𝜃𝑁𝐺) on the SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 non-growth surface width. Together, these two 396 

dependencies will result in a selectivity increase with decreasing dimensions of the area-397 

restricted non-growth area. However, this prediction relies on the assumption of no pattern 398 

dependence of deposition on the growth area.  399 
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 400 

Figure 7 Ru atom areal density after 50 cycles of Ru ALD as a function of area-restricted 401 

substrate width. The green line represents the Ru atom areal density on a blanket substrate. The 402 

continuous blue line serves as a guide to the eye. 403 

 404 
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Figure 8 For area-restricted substrate widths below 50 nm, diffusion of Ru adspecies to the 405 

growth surface keeps particles smaller than the critical radius, which drastically reduces 406 

deposition on the non-growth surface. The 95th percentile Ru particle radius is plotted as a 407 

function of area-restricted substrate width for 50 and 100 cycles Ru ALD. The orange lines 408 

represent the thickness of an equivalent Ru film on TiN, a typical growth surface. The critical 409 

radius is marked by a dashed line. The defect etch is illustrated for 20 and 100 nm wide area-410 

restricted substrates after 50 cycles. The continuous blue and black lines serve as guides to the 411 

eye. 412 

2.4. ASD growth regimes and defect mitigation   413 

Our findings predict two ASD growth regimes for Ru ASD by ALD, depending on the line 414 

width (Figure 7). For a line width of the non-growth area of 65 nm and larger, ASD is 415 

dominated by the differences in the adsorption kinetics on the growth and non-growth surface 416 

area. In this regime, additional passivation and/or defect mitigation are necessary as Ru 417 

nanoparticles grow in the non-growth area, as demonstrated here and previously.[33, 38]  The 418 

maximum size of the particles and how it compares to the Ru film thickness on the growth area 419 

is important when assessing isotropic, non-selective defect etching as defect mitigation 420 

approach. A defect-free ASD condition can be obtained if all particles, including the largest 421 

ones, are fully etched, while a closed ASD-grown film remains on the growth area. A simplified 422 

metric to predict the ASD defect etch window is the difference between the Ru film thickness 423 

and the maximum island height, assuming that films and particles are etched at the same rate. 424 

The maximum island height is indicated by the 95th percentile particle radius (Figure 8For a 425 

200 nm-wide area-restricted substrate, the defect etch window is similar to that for blanket 426 

substrates, i.e., 1.3 nm after 100 cycles. Cycles of passivation/ALD/etch can be used to extend 427 

the Ru thickness while maintaining good selectivity.  428 
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An even more positive perspective is provided for Ru ALD when the line widths of the non-429 

growth area are 50 nm and smaller. In this case, the ASD is governed by adsorption as well as 430 

diffusion and nanoparticle growth is inhibited by the size-dependent reactivity. Defectivity is 431 

largely suppressed by diffusion to the growth area and any remaining Ru nanoparticles are so 432 

small that they are not susceptible to precursor adsorption. As these particles remain smaller 433 

than the critical diameter of 0.85 nm even for extensive ALD cycles, a single corrective etch 434 

after passivation and ALD can be effective. The calculations therefore predict that a high 435 

selectivity (see ref.[3, 27]) can be maintained for much higher Ru thicknesses, up to at least 50 436 

nm. While for adsorption based ASD with a line width of 200 nm, the defect etch window is 437 

small after 100 ALD cycles (corresponding to 5 nm Ru on the growth surface), the window 438 

widens to 4.7 nm for diffusion mediated ASD with a line width of 20 nm. This diffusion 439 

mediated ASD regime provides us with a positive outlook for the removal of the minor amount 440 

of Ru defects by brief etching.  441 

3. Conclusion 442 

Our combined theoretical-experimental study of Ru ASD by ALD reveals a synergetic effect 443 

of surface diffusion and size-dependent reactivity of Ru nanoparticles in nanoscale patterns 444 

with dimensions ≤ 50 nm. This mechanism limits defectivity during Ru ASD, as Ru 445 

nanoparticles are effectively captured at the growth surface interface before growth by 446 

adsorption is catalyzed. Ru nanoparticles that exist in very low concentrations on the non-447 

growth surface area are so small that effective removal by a one-step non-selective, isotropic 448 

defect etch processes should be straightforward. Our predictions of low defectivity at small 449 

pattern sizes show great promise for application in nano-electronic device fabrication. 450 

However, our work also illustrates the need for studies of ASD mechanisms in nanoscale 451 

patterns with small dimensions, as different phenomena may occur due to the close proximity 452 
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of the growth and non-growth surface. Surface and/or gas phase diffusion during ASD by ALD 453 

and CVD in nanoscale patterns merits further investigation. The KMC simulations were found 454 

to be a valuable tool in that respect. Still, the predictive ability of the KMC simulations could 455 

be further improved by considering growth as well as non-growth area, topography and surface 456 

modifications inherent to patterning. It would also be interesting to investigate whether 457 

diffusion in nanopatterns might be enhanced by tuning coreagent exposure and substrate 458 

temperature. 459 

4. Experimental Methods 460 

Ru ASD is achieved by selectively passivating the SiO2 non-growth surface with DMA-TMS. 461 

The DMA-TMS treatment renders the surface methyl-terminated.[47] The EBECHRu/O2 462 

island-like ALD growth rate will then be reduced significantly due to inhibited precursor 463 

adsorption.[32, 39] The DMA-TMS does not react extensively with metal and metal nitride 464 

substrates, such as TiN, and does not noticeably reduce the growth rate of EBECHRu/O2 ALD 465 

on TiN (0.05 nm cy-1). In a pattern defined by a SiO2 non-growth surface area and a TiN growth 466 

surface area, ASD of Ru metal on metal nitride is then enabled.[38, 40] 467 

Experimental growth curves on blanket substrates were performed on 300 mm Si[100] wafers. 468 

75 nm hydrophilic SiO2 (2.5 -OH groups per nm2) was grown by plasma-enhanced ALD in an 469 

ASM Eagle 12 reactor at 75 °C. The DMA-TMS treatment was performed by static exposure 470 

in a TEL Tactras system with showerhead-type reactor. The wafers were kept at 5 Torr N2 at 471 

250 °C for 10 minutes to ensure clean surfaces. The N2 is then evacuated and subsequently 472 

replaced by 500 sccm DMA-TMS and 350 sccm N2 to a total pressure of 5 Torr. The wafers 473 

were exposed to this ambient for 5 minutes each. EBECHRu/O2 ALD was performed in an 474 

ASM Pulsar 3000 reactor on a Polygon8300 platform.[41] An ALD cycle consisted of 5 s 475 

EBECHRu, 5 s N2, 0.4 s O2, 3 s N2. The ALD process was shown to be self-limiting on TiN 476 
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and SiO2.
[41] Note that the self-limiting character on SiO2-OSi(CH3)3 was not investigated. As 477 

such, the extend of growth inhibition and nanoparticle growth could depend on the precursor 478 

dose and on the total cycle time.  479 

Line-space patterns with 45 nm critical dimension were created on 300 mm Si[100] wafers by 480 

physical vapor deposition (PVD) of 15 nm TiN in a an AMAT Endura tool. On top of the TiN, 481 

75 nm plasma-enhanced ALD SiO2 was grown in an ASM Eagle 12 reactor at 75 °C. The 482 

lithography stack on SiO2 was comprised of 100 nm spin-on-carbon (SOC), 30 nm spin-on-483 

glass (SOG), 29 nm antireflective coating and 105 nm photoresist, which was exposed in a 193 484 

nm immersion ASML Twinscan NXT:1950i. The pattern was transferred into the SiO2 layer 485 

until exposure of the TiN layer by CF4/CHF3 etch, followed by an O2 plasma strip in a TEL 486 

Tactras tool. Finally, the patterns were cleaned to remove possible F contamination. DMA-487 

TMS and ALD processing were identical to discussed above. 488 

The Ru atom areal density after 1 ALD cycle was determined by TXRF in a Rigaku TXRF300 489 

tool with a 24 keV beam. Ru atom areal density for other cycles was determined by Rutherford 490 

backscattering spectrometry (RBS) with a 1.523 MeV He+-ion beam. Samples were imaged by 491 

SEM in a FEI Helios 460 microscope or by STEM in a FEI Tecnai F30 ST microscope. PSDs 492 

and nanoparticle number densities were measured on the obtained images in ImageJ by 493 

extracting particle areas and converting those to radii by assuming circular particle shapes. 494 

Surface roughness was determined by AFM with a Bruker Dimension Icon PT tool. 495 
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ToC: 500 

Area-selective deposition is a novel bottom-up approach in nanoelectronics fabrication. We 501 

show through a combined experimental-theoretical approach how decreasing pattern sizes 502 

benefit selectivity and reduce defectivity in Ru area-selective atomic layer deposition. Going 503 

from 200 nm-wide to ≤ 50 nm-wide patterns, defectivity is reduced thousandfold. 504 

J. J. Clerix, E. A. Marques, J. Soethoudt, F. Grillo, G. Pourtois, J. R. Van Ommen, A. Delabie* 505 

Selectivity enhancement for Ruthenium atomic layer deposition in sub-50 nm 506 

nanopatterns by diffusion and size dependent reactivity 507 
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